TikiFestMacau2019

What

A tradition in the Tiki community, a TikiFest is when there is a meeting between at least two Tiki contributors that don't usually meet.

When

Saturday November 2nd and Sunday November 3rd, 2019

Saturday 10h to 21h
17h: Rugby World Cup final

Sunday 9h to 17h

Where

- Saturday Day time
  - City of Dreams COD
    - Countdown Bar
    - Cotai Strip, Taipa, Macau
- Saturday Evening
  - We have a table booked at Duffy's Irish Pub in the Galaxy Hotel (Macao's favourite Irish Pub!) to watch the rugby from 16:30 onwards.
- Sunday Morning
  - Countdown at CoD
- Sunday Afternoon
  - A slight change of plans, we're moving to Splash at the Four Seasons (it's outside and pretty and serves the famous Impossible Burger!)

Who

- Vincent (Taiwan)
- Guillaume (Macau)
- Marc (Canada)
Questions
+1-514-995-6272 (Marc)

Topics

- **Docker** and Kubernetes (Guillaume, Fabio and Marc)
- **Mail-in bugs** (Vincent, Jonny and Marc)
- **Endangered features** cleanup
- JavaScript framework for Tiki 21?
  - Review options: Vue, **React** and Angular seem top contenders, more [here](#). See also **Backbone.js** and **Gatsby**
- 3-tier architecture, APIs and **Headless CMS**
- Webmin/virtualmin discussion
  - by Jonny, as a possible wikisuite component?
- Let’s get off Source Forge, when and how? (topic for the **TAG** meeting?)
- What else? What do you want to talk about? [x]